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Released by Governor Ned Lamont on April 24, 2019, Executive Order 1 (EO 1) directs Executive 
Branch agencies to demonstrate environmental leadership and cost savings by reducing their 
greenhouse gas emissions from energy use in buildings and vehicles, and reducing water use 
and waste generation.

Immense planning and mobilization are underway to make progress on EO 1. Data collection is 
advancing to gather the necessary baseline data for benchmarking progress, and ongoing 
data collection will continue into the future. The initial data collection process will be completed 
in July 2020 and thereafter will provide a baseline from which to measure progress going 
forward. In addition, inter-agency project teams have been formed and are working to 
develop a suite of sustainability strategies and guidance to help agencies achieve the 
environmental targets set forth in EO 1.

 
 
 

EO 1 calls for Senior Sustainability Officers to draft annual Sustainability Performance Plans to 
detail agency progress and necessary goals, actions, and responsible parties to achieve the 
targets set in EO 1. This plan will evolve next year once all baseline data has been collected and 
agencies are encouraged to begin implementing sustainability strategies.

Brief EO 1 Background
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G H G
4 5 %  r e d u c t i o n  i n
G H G  e m i s s i o n s
b e l o w  2 0 0 1  l e v e l s
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1 0 %  r e d u c t i o n  i n
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f r o m  a  F Y 2 0  b a s e l i n e

TO-DO'S

Baseline Development

Agencies Implement Sustainability Strategies
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Co-Chairs Prepare Progress Reports Due Date Due Date

SSOs Prepare Sustainability Performance Plans Due Date Due Date

Project Teams Develop Initial

Sustainability Strategies

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
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DPH and EO 1
Agency mission
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Agency participation in the joint EO 1 and Greener Gov CT initiative

Key agency staff involved in EO 1
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Since Executive Order 1 was released in April 2019, data collection has been an important and 
ongoing effort to establish baselines. Progress towards reporting current and historical utility data 
represents a key piece of this year’s reporting.

This section summarizes your agency’s progress towards meeting the data collection milestones for
EO 1. Levels 1, 2, and 3 refer to progress in reporting utility data through the state utility tracking
software, EnergyCAP. Agencies that do not report utility bills via EnergyCAP are not included in
Level 1, 2, or 3.

Once the baseline data has been gathered, annual progress will be a measured against the
baseline data, and data collection will be less emphasized in future annual reports.

Data Collection Progress

L E V E L  1
D U E  S E P  2 0 1 9

L E V E L  2
D U E  D E C  2 0 1 9

L E V E L  3
D U E  A P R  2 0 2 0

Designate an individual to serve as the accounts contact at your agency responsible
for uploading invoices into EnergyCAP
 
Initiate contact with your agency's EnergyCAP liaison
 
Review invoice scanning guidelines and instructional materials and/or request in-
person EnergyCAP training sessions as needed
 
Upload new invoices into EnergyCAP as your agency receives them

Upload historical invoices for building utilities including electricity, gas, propane, fuel,
oil, water, and sewer into EnergyCAP starting with January 1, 2018

Designate an individual to serve as the facilities contact at your agency responsible for
updating your agency's Building Inventory Sheet
 
Confirm the accuracy of the Building Inventory Sheet based on your agency's
inventory of accounts, buildings, and meters
 
Update the Building Inventory Sheet to reflect accurate building name, address,
square footage, building type, and space-use attributes
 
Match all utility meters to their proper buildings, verify all meters have been
documented for each building, and identify unmetered accounts
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Performance Data
The following data was captured based on your agency's profile in the state
utility tracking software: EnergyCAP. Future reports will compare data from
the previous year.
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Category 

FY 19 Building Energy Use*

FY 19 Vehicle Gasoline Use**

FY 19 Vehicle Diesel Use

FY 19 Total GHG Emissions

FY 19 Building Water Use

FY 19 Total Utility Costs

45,051 MMBtu

27,403 Gallons

347 Gallons

3,022 mtCO2e

4,902 kGallons

 

 

$1,011,547

$70,426

$1,103

 

$50,442

$1,133,518

 

Use Cost

D
P

H

 

A NOTE ABOUT THIS DATA
 
This data was pulled from EnergyCAP on November 20, 2019. It is
consistently improving in accuracy as historical and building-specific
data is populated. Baseline data collection will be completed in April
2020. 
 
EnergyCAP is a utility bill tracking and energy management
software that allows the state to track its complex array of buildings,
accounts and meters. Individual user accounts and training can be
set up for agencies to gain access to this tool and take control of
how their buildings are performing.
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*Building energy use includes electric, natural gas, oil, propane, steam, and chilled water.
**Gasoline and diesel cost estimated based on average weekly cost from FY19 from EIA.gov,
$2.57 for gasoline and $3.18 for diesel.



Performance Data
The graphs below provide a snapshot of your agency’s utility use and costs
for FY2019.
 
At this time, utility data on agencies occupying space owned by
another state agency may or may not be linked to their EnergyCAP accounts.
Future reporting aims to link utility data consistently to agencies using spaces
they don’t own.
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Electric 
74%

Natural Gas 
15.2%

Gasoline
6.2%

Water
4.5%

Commodity Cost Breakdown

Other Executive Branch
98.5%

DPH
1.5%

Share of GHG
Emissions

Other Executive Branch
98.5%

DPH
1.5%

Share of
Utility Costs
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cont.

Commodity
Electric
Natural Gas
Gasoline
Water
Diesel 

FY19 Cost
$838,962
$172,585
$70,426
$50,442
$1,103

Cost Breakdown
74%
15.2%
6.2%
4.5%
0.1%



Sustainability Projects
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How many projects has your agency implemented that had a positive impact 
on sustainability in FY2019? Include projects relating to infrastructure 
improvements as well as behavioral change that took place in owned, leased, 
or occupied space and were either in progress or completed in FY2019.

Please provide more detail on up to three of your agency’s FY2019 projects below
and on the next page.

1
Project location (indicate leasing or ownership structure):

Type of Project:

Agencies Involved:

Brief Description:

Implementation Status and Timeline:

Realized or Anticipated Benefits:
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Sustainability Projects
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Barriers encountered while making progress on EO 1 in FY2019

cont.
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2
Project location (indicate leasing or ownership structure):

Type of Project:

Agencies Involved:

Brief Description:

Implementation Status and Timeline:

Realized or Anticipated Benefits:



Future Planning
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Water Reduction

Waste Reduction

GHG Reduction
(energy/fleet related)

Water-reducing structural or behavioral project(s) 
DPH hopes to undertake in 2020

Waste-reducing structural or behavioral project(s) 
DPH hopes to undertake in 2020

GHG-reducing structural or behavioral project(s) 
DPH hopes to undertake in 2020
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Future Planning

General support and/or resources needed to make progress on 
this project(s) beyond this reporting period
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cont.

Areas in which DPH's broader mission and day-to-day 
activities will be shifted to incorporate sustainability
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	DPH Sustainability Performance Plan Draft.
	DPH

	4a: The Department of Public Health’s sustainability mission is to pursue and implement strategic organizational initiatives that will foster sustainable outcomes through smart usage of energy and water and waste solutions at its facilities.   
	4b: The Department of Public Health contributed to 3 Project Teams: The Renewables on State Buildings, Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Water Use Project Teams. Also, the Department coordinated efforts in providing data and information necessary in establishing the baselines and benchmarks for evaluating the success of the initiative as well as availability of space for hosting some of the Project Team meetings.  
	4c: Chukwuma Amechi, Senior Sustainability OfficerBrian Toal, Renewal Energy Project TeamDaniel Fisher, Energy Efficiency TeamSteve Harkey, Sustainable Water Use Project Team 
	4d: Danielle Pare, Energy CAP Invoice UploaderSusan Morin, Building Inventory and Meter Correlating Liaison (State Lab)Daniel Velez, Procurement  Supply Stream Liaison
	1a: Yes
	1b: Yes
	1c: Yes
	1d: Yes
	2a: Yes
	2b: Yes
	2c: Yes
	2d: Yes
	3a: Yes
	8a: 2
	8d: State Laboratory, Rocky Hill, Owned
	8b: [Structural - GHG]
	8e: DPH
	8f: The Katherine A. Kelly State Public Health Laboratory initiated a project to replace less efficient lighting with higher efficiency LED lighting at the laboratory in 2018 and completed in 2019. Subsequently, an EVERSOURCE consultation for the project was initiated and a facility rebate was secured to assist with the cost of the in-house conversion. A total of 1,733 high performance lights were installed including conversion of 115 hallway lights to an updated LED configuration. 
	8g: This project was initiated in 2018 and completed in 2019
	8h: An estimated electrical savings for this initiative was 185,971 kWh annually.
	8u: In general, the staff fully cooperated in the progress made at the State Laboratory towards these initiatives. As in many state agencies, there are still gaps observed in the outlook towards change. A continuous education and sensitization campaign focused on sustainability will go a long way in breaking down barriers to change. Also, limited funding resources and budgetary limitations posed additional challenges in implementing other sustainable ideas within our agency.
	Future GHG: Using solar energy to supplement the electrical power needs for the Laboratory would be a worthwhile initiative. The roof of the building is above tree height and is not shaded in any way from adjacent structures. An evaluation of the roof’s ability to support solar collectors would be warranted and the possibility of electrical power generation should be investigated for suitability based on current return on investment if funding is available.
	Future Water: A review of the water bills at the State Lab reflects a seasonal increase of over 20,000,000 gallons of water during the cooling months. The billing charges are both for supply (water service) and return (sewer service). The cost for sewer service assumes that the water provided is the same volume as the water returned. The water used by the cooling towers is evaporated. The state is charged for sewer service on this volume even though it is not returned to a waste water treatment plant. By metering the water going to the chilling units, which we know is evaporated off; we propose to save $25,000 annually from the sewer service line item on the Metropolitan District invoice. Also, additional savings could be realized by building infrastructure to capture rainwater from the roof, chemically treat it and allow it to be used in the cooling towers. A cost benefit analysis should be performed to determine if this is a feasible pursuit. 
	Future Waste: The sustainability sensitization campaign is also expected to touch on waste reduction behavior. A review of the 410 Capitol Ave Complex waste disposal process showed significant gaps in wastes are disposal.  While there are numerous recycling receptacles throughout the building, they are generally not being used properly with different types of paper, plastic, glass etc. to be comingled. This comingled recycling typically has to be treated as trash resulting in unnecessary cost and potential revenue loss from lack of monetized recycling opportunities. Continued education for the DPH work force will greatly help to reduce unnecessary waste costs and further help to meet the goals of EO1 and reduce the Departments’ carbon footprint.
	Support: Leadership support, funding and strategic partnerships will provide the needed stimulus for progress in this front. 
	Future Mission: The Department will implement strategies that will focus on employee behavior shifts towards sustainability in the areas of energy conservation, waste reduction and sustainable water use. This sensitization education campaign will include implementation of visual communication tools such as signage and alike. Also, it will work towards the implementation of electronic management and IT solutions to processes that involve use of paper and alike in order to reduce paper use and waste; incorporate sustainability behavior expectations in new employee orientations and on-boarding process; implement additional procurement and supply chain philosophy geared towards sustainability beyond already statutorily mandated processes; and finally institute a standing sustainability work group tasked with developing, recommending and implementing sustainability footprints across the department.
	8i: State Laboratory, Rocky Hill, Owned
	8j: [Behavioral - Waste]
	8k: DPH
	8l: The Katherine A. Kelly State Public Health Laboratory implemented a behavioral change initiative involving the segregation of regular infectious, chemical and recycling waste beginning in 2018 and continued into 2019. This initiative involved an educational campaign and an introduction of a “Lean” approach for all employees for each type of waste.
	8m: This project was initiated in 2018 and completed in 2019
	8n: The implementation of this initiative resulted in a sustained cost savings of ~40% for chemical waste, and a sustained reduction in infectious waste by ~50%.


